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EIGENFUNCTIONS OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
WITH SPECIFIED ZEROS
AHRAM S. FEIGENBAUM†, PETER J. GRABNER*,
AND DOUGLAS P. HARDIN†
1. Introduction
The sphere packing problem is one of those mathematical problems
which are easy to state and notoriously difficult to solve. A sphere
packing P of Rd is a collection of congruent non-overlapping balls. Its
(upper) density
∆(P) = lim sup
r→∞
vold (P ∩B(0, r))
vold (B(0, r))
is the amount of space covered by P (here B(0, r) denotes the euclidean
ball of radius r centered at 0; vold is the d-dimensional Lebesgue mea-
sure). The sphere packing problem asks for the maximal value of ∆(P)
and for which packing it is attained. Until 2017 the answer was only
known for dimensions 1, 2 (see [14]), and 3. In 1611 Kepler conjectured
that no sphere packing in R3 has density greater than π
√
2/6 which is
the density of the face-centered cubic lattice and the hexagonal close
packing. The proof of the Kepler conjecture by Hales [16] was a major
achievement and an endpoint of a long development (for a historical
exposition see [1]).
The solution of the sphere packing problem in dimension 8 in March
2016 by Viazovska [28] and soon after in dimension 24 by Cohn, Ku-
mar, Miller, Radchenko, and Viazovska [9] brought an enormous break-
through in the application of linear programming techniques. For a
comprehensive overview of the proof and more background informa-
tion we refer to [6, 11].
The proof was based on earlier work by Cohn and Elkies [5, 7], who
provided the underlying linear programming technique. More precisely,
the following result was proved there.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.2 in [7]). Suppose f : Rd → R is an admis-
sible function satisfying the following three conditions for some r > 0:
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(1) f(0) = f̂(0) > 0,
(2) f(x) ≤ 0 for ‖x‖ ≥ r
(3) f̂(t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ Rd.
Then the density of sphere packings in Rd is bounded above by (r/2)dBd,
where Bd denotes the volume of the d-dimensional unit ball.
A function f is admissible, if there exists a constant δ > 0 such that
|f(x)| and |f̂(x)| are bounded above by a constant times (1+‖x‖)−d−δ.
The admissibility condition implies the Poisson summation formula for
f which plays a central role in the proof of the above result and further
shows that the bound is attained for the lattice packing
P =
⋃
x∈Λ
B
(
x,
r
2
)
for a lattice Λ, if and only if f(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Λ \ {0} and f̂(t) = 0
for all t ∈ Λ∗ \ {0}, where Λ∗ denotes the dual lattice of Λ, and r is
the minimal distance of Λ.
Of course, Schwartz functions are admissible. It is an important
feature of the space of real valued radial Schwartz functions that every
element f can be written as f = f++f−, where f̂+ = f+ and f̂− = −f−
are eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform. This is one of the key
ingredients of the construction of functions f satisfying the assumptions
of the theorem.
The functions constructed in [9,28] were the first examples of Fourier
eigenfunctions with prescribed double zeros at the distances of a lattice.
The construction was based on Laplace transforms of certain weakly
holomorphic modular forms and quasi-modular forms. The aim of the
present paper is to provide a unifying view on the modular forms be-
hind these constructions, to construct the Fourier eigenfunctions for
all dimensions divisible by 4, and to show that the underlying modular
and quasi-modular forms are uniquely determined by the requirements
that their transform should be an eigenfunction of the Fourier trans-
form belonging to the Schwartz class.
Bourgain, Clozel, and Kahane [2] studied an uncertainty principle
for the last sign change of even functions and their Fourier transforms
on R. More precisely, for an even function f not identically 0 and its
Fourier transform f̂ they study the following properties
(1) f(0) ≤ 0 and f̂(0) ≤ 0
(2) f(x) ≥ 0 for |x| ≥ af
(3) f̂(x) ≥ 0 for |x| ≥ af̂
and ask for the minimal possible value of afaf̂ . This question and its
obvious higher dimensional generalizations were originally motivated
by the study of zeta functions of number fields which have a real zero
between 0 and 1. Gonc¸alves, Oliveira e Silva, and Steinerberger [15]
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studied the problem further and proved that the extremal functions for
the above properties are eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform. Cohn
and Gonc¸alves [8] used a construction similar to the ones in [9, 28]
to provide the optimal function for the above uncertainty principle in
dimension 12.
A point configuration C ⊂ Rd is said to have density ρ, if
ρ = lim
r→∞
#(C ∩ B(0, r))
vold(B(0, r))
,
meaning that C contains ρ points per unit volume. For a completely
monotone function p : (0,∞)→ R the p-energy of C is given by
Ep(C) = lim inf
r→∞
1
# (C ∩B(0, r))
∑
x,y∈C∩B(0,r)
x 6=y
p(‖x− y‖),
which can be viewed as a thermodynamic limit of the sum of all mu-
tual p-interactions of distinct points in C. A configuration C of density
ρ is called universally optimal, if it minimizes Ep(·) amongst all con-
figurations of density ρ and for all completely monotone functions p
simultaneously. Such configurations seem to exist only for special val-
ues of the dimension; only very few examples are known.
Radchenko and Viazovska [23] proved a remarkable interpolation the-
orem for functions on the real line, with prescribed values of f and f̂
in the points ±√n (n ∈ N0). This idea was taken further by Cohn,
Kumar, Radchenko, and Viazovska [10] in their proof of universal opti-
mality of the E8 and Leech lattices in respective dimensions 8 and 24.
The main ingredient of their proof is an interpolation formula for ra-
dial Schwartz functions in these dimensions, which allows to interpolate
values and first derivatives of f and fˆ in the points
√
2n (n ∈ N).
As we were completing this manuscript we became aware of the work
by Rolen andWagner [24], who studied similar questions for dimensions
divisible by 8. They were focussed on applications for proving packing
bounds in these dimensions. These bounds turn out to be asymptot-
ically weaker than the bounds known from work of Kabatjanski˘ı and
Levensˇte˘ın [19]. Our paper gives more explicit results especially for the
underlying modular and quasi-modular functions, in particular we find
recurrence relations defining these functions.
In this paper the dimension d will always be a multiple of 4. It
is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a general study of
functions of the form
(1.1) U(s) = 4i sin
(π
2
s
)2 ∫ i∞
0
ψ(z)eiπsz dz.
Notice that the integral can be viewed as a Laplace transform after
replacing z = it for t > 0. We study the analytic continuation of such
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functions, which is already given in Viazovska’s work [28]. In Propo-
sition 2.4 we formulate conditions on ψ so that the function U(‖x‖2)
is an eigenfunction of the Fourier transform. These conditions turn
out to be functional equations for ψ and conditions on the asymptotic
behaviour of ψ(z) for z → 0 and z → i∞. Our main aim is to find
the function ψ so that the last sign change of U is as small as possible.
This is motivated by the choice of functions in [9,28], as well as by the
uncertainty principle [2] mentioned above.
In Section 3 we study the set of solutions of the functional equations
given in Section 2 for the case of the eigenvalue (−1) d4 . We show that
the solutions are weakly holomorphic quasi-modular forms of weight
4 − d
2
and depth 2. In order for the function U(‖x‖2) to have the
desired properties, we find conditions on these forms and show that
these are uniquely satisfied.
In Section 4 the solutions of the functional equations from Section 2
for the case of the eigenvalue (−1) d4+1 are investigated. These turn
out to be weakly modular forms of weight 2 − d
2
for Γ(2), a principal
congruence subgroup of SL(2,Z). Again we characterize the functions
ψ that yield the desired properties for the function U(‖x‖2).
In Section 5 we find differential equations satisfied by the forms ob-
tained in Sections 3 and 4 and characterize them as certain solutions.
As a byproduct we find linear recurrences for the forms.
In Section 6 we prove that all but possibly finitely many Fourier co-
efficients of the quasi-modular forms obtained in Section 3 are positive.
In Section 7 we discuss the modular and quasi-modular forms ob-
tained in Sections 3 and 4 for several small dimensions, where the cor-
responding Fourier eigenfunction exhibits remarkable behaviour. These
cases of course include dimensions 8, 12, and 24.
In Appendix A we provide some basic information on modular func-
tions and forms, as well as quasi-modular forms and derivatives of
modular forms, that are needed for Sections 3 and 4.
Appendix B provides tables of polynomials which parameterize the
forms constructed in Sections 3 and 4.
1.1. Notation. Throughout this paper we will use notations that are
common in the context of modular forms. Especially, we denote the
two generators of the modular group Γ = SL(2,Z) by
S : z 7→ −1
z
T : z 7→ z + 1.
Furthermore, we denote q = e2πiz, the nome, and use a slightly modified
notation for derivatives
f ′ =
1
2πi
df
dz
= q
df
dq
.
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We will freely switch between dependence on z and q. The Landau
symbol O(qℓ) is always understood for z → i∞ which is q → 0.
In this paper we use the following notation for the Fourier transform
of a function f ∈ L1(Rd):
(1.2) F(f)(t) = f̂(t) :=
∫
Rd
f(x)e−2πi〈x,t〉 dx1 · · · dxd,
where 〈x, t〉 denotes the standard scalar product in Rd. With this
setting we have
F
(
eπiz‖x‖
2
)
= z−
d
2 eπiSz‖t‖
2
for the Fourier transform of a Gaussian for ℑz > 0. Here and through-
out this paper ‖x‖2 = 〈x,x〉 denotes the euclidean norm.
2. Laplace transforms and Fourier eigenfunctions
In this section we give a general study of functions given in the form
(1.1). This representation is one of the key ingredient of Viazovska’s
construction of eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform. We analyse
these functions in some detail and provide their analytic continuation
to a right half-plane containing the imaginary axis. After these prepa-
rations we compute the Fourier transform of the function U(‖x‖2) and
use this to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for this function to
be an eigenfunction of the Fourier transform (Proposition 2.4). This is
the starting point for the considerations in Sections 3 and 4. We denote
the nonegative imaginary axis by iR+ := i(0,∞) and let L1loc(iR+) de-
note the complex valued functions that are absolutely integrable with
respect to Lebesgue measure on any bounded interval i(0, b].
Proposition 2.1. Suppose ψ ∈ L1loc(iR+) is such that for some C > 0
and constants ak, bk ∈ C, k = 0, 1, . . . , n,
(2.1) ψ(z) =
n∑
k=0
ake
−2πikz − iz
n∑
k=0
bke
−2πikz +O(eiCz) as z → i∞.
For ℜ(s) > 2n, let
(2.2) W (s) := −i
∫ i∞
0
ψ(z)eiπsz dz.
Then
W (s) =
n∑
k=0
(
ak
π(s− 2k) +
bk
π2(s− 2k)2
)
− i
∫ i∞
0
(
ψ(z)−
(
n∑
k=0
ake
−2πikz + z
n∑
k=0
bke
−2πikz
))
eiπsz dz.
(2.3)
gives an analytic continuation of W to the half-plane ℜ(s) > −C/π.
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Proof. Let W˜ (s) be given by the right-hand side of (2.3). Then the
local integrability of ψ and the condition (2.1) imply that W˜ (s) is a
well-defined meromorphic function on the half plane ℜ(s) > −C
π
with
(at most) double poles at s = 2k, k = 0, . . . , n. For an integer k and
ℜ(s) > 2k, elementary computations show
−i
∫ i∞
0
e−2πikzeiπsz dz =
1
π(s− 2k) ,
and
−i
∫ i∞
0
ze−2πikzeiπsz dz =
1
π2(s− 2k)2 ,
and hence that W˜ (s) agrees with W (s) for ℜ(s) > 2n. 
We next assume that ψ is holomorphic on the upper half-plane.
Proposition 2.2. Let ψ : H → C be holomorphic on H and bounded
on the angular region Rα,ǫ := {reit : 0 < r < ǫ, α < t < π − α} for
some ǫ > 0 and some 0 < α < π/4. Further suppose the restriction of
ψ to iR+ and W are as in Proposition 2.1 and for ℜ(s) > −C/π let
U(s) be defined by
(2.4) U(s) := −4 sin
(π
2
s
)2
W (s).
Then U(s) is holomorphic for ℜ(s) > −C/π and
iU(s) =
∫ i
−1
ψ(Tz)eiπsz dz +
∫ i
1
ψ(T−1z)eiπsz dz
− 2
∫ i
0
ψ(z)eiπsz dz +
∫ i∞
i
(
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)) eiπsz dz,
(2.5)
where the integrals are along straight line segments joining the end-
points.
Proof. Starting from (2.2) we derive a second form of the analytic con-
tinuation of −4 sin(π
2
s)2W (s), which is more suitable for the proof and
will also be used later. We write
iU(s) =
∫ i∞
0
ψ(z)
(
eiπs(z−1) − 2eiπsz + eiπs(z+1)) dz
=
∫ −1+i∞
−1
ψ(Tz)eiπsz dz − 2
∫ i∞
0
ψ(z)eiπsz dz
+
∫ 1+i∞
1
ψ(T−1z)eiπsz dz,
which follows by expressing the sine in terms of the exponential, ex-
panding the square and substituting in the integral. This expression
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ℑ(
z)
ℜ(z)1−1 0
i
Figure 2.1. Deforming the contour of integration
is valid for ℜ(s) > 2n. Since ψ is holomorphic on H and bounded on
Rα,ǫ, we may deform the contours of integration as follows: the path
from −1 to −1 + i∞ is deformed into a straight line from −1 to i and
then along the imaginary axis from i to i∞; similarly, the contour from
1 to 1 + i∞ is deformed into a straight line from 1 to i and then again
along the imaginary axis (see Figure 2.1).
Collecting terms with matching paths of integration gives (2.5) valid
for ℜ(s) > 2n. Since the exponential terms in the asymptotic expansion
(2.1) for z → i∞ cancel in the last integral, the new expression is also
valid for ℜ(s) > −C
π
providing an alternative form for expressing the
analytic continuation of U(s). The integrals are all absolutely and
uniformly convergent for ℜ(s) ≥ 0. 
Proposition 2.3. Let ψ be as in Proposition 2.1, U as in Proposi-
tion 2.2 and let F : Rd → C be defined by
(2.6) F (x) := U(‖x‖2), (x ∈ Rd).
If, in addition, ψ satisfies
(2.7) ψ(z) = O(eiCSz) as z → 0 non-tangentially in H,
then F is a Schwartz function and can be written in the form
F (x) = −i
[∫ i
−1
ψ(Tz)eiπ‖x‖
2z dz +
∫ i
1
ψ(T−1z)eiπ‖x‖
2z dz
−2
∫ i
0
ψ(z)eiπ‖x‖
2z dz +
∫ i∞
i
(
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)) eiπ‖x‖2z dz] .
(2.8)
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Consequently, the Fourier transform of F is given by
Fˆ (t) = −i(−1)d/4
[∫ i
−1
ψ(T−1Sz)eiπ‖t‖
2zzd/2−2 dz
+ 2
∫ i∞
i
ψ(Sz)eiπ‖t‖
2zzd/2−2 dz +
∫ i
1
ψ(TSz)eiπ‖t‖
2zzd/2−2 dz
−
∫ i
0
(ψ(T−1Sz)− 2ψ(Sz) + ψ(TSz))eiπ‖t‖2zzd/2−2 dz
]
.
(2.9)
Proof. The representation (2.8) follows immediately from the definition
(2.6) and the relation (2.5) of Proposition 2.2. The condition (2.7)
implies that ψ vanishes to arbitrary order at z = 0. Hence, using
(2.2) it follows using well known properties of the Laplace transform
(see [29]) that F and its derivatives all decay faster than any negative
power of ‖x‖. Since U is analytic, it follows that F is a Schwartz
function.
Thus we can compute the Fourier transform of F by Fubini’s theorem
F̂ (t) =− i
[∫ i
−1
ψ(Tz)eiπ‖t‖
2Sz(−iz)− d2 dz
+
∫ i
1
ψ(T−1z)eiπ‖t‖
2Sz(−iz)− d2 dz − 2
∫ i
0
ψ(z)eiπ‖t‖
2Sz(−iz)− d2 dz
+
∫ i∞
i
(
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)) eiπ‖t‖2Sz(−iz)− d2 dz] .
Substituting Sz in this expression and collecting signs gives (2.9). 
Proposition 2.4. Let ψ be as in Proposition 2.1, F as in Proposi-
tion 2.3 and ε ∈ {−1, 1}. Then Fˆ = ε(−1) d4F if and only if
z
d
2
−2ψ(T−1Sz) = εψ(Tz)(2.10)
2z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) = ε
(
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)) ,(2.11)
for all z ∈ H.
Proof. The function F is an eigenfunction of the Fourier transform
for the eigenvalue ε(−1) d4 , if and only if the expressions (2.9) (with t
replaced by x) and (2.9) are equal up to a factor of ε. By the uniqueness
property of the Laplace transform this is equivalent to the fact that the
integrands agree on corresponding segments of integration. This yields
the equations
z
d
2
−2ψ(T−1Sz) = εψ(Tz)(2.12)
z
d
2
−2ψ(TSz) = εψ(T−1z)(2.13)
2ψ(z) = εz
d
2
−2 (ψ(T−1Sz)− 2ψ(Sz) + ψ(TSz))(2.14)
2z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) = ε
(
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)) ,(2.15)
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which have to hold for all z ∈ H by the holomorphy of ψ. It is imme-
diate that (2.12) and (2.13), and (2.14) and (2.15) are equivalent by
substituting z 7→ Sz. 
3. The (−1) d4 eigenfunction
In this section we first prove that the function ψ in (2.2) has to be
a quasi-modular form in order to make F given by (2.8) an eigenfunc-
tion of the Fourier transform for the eigenvalue (−1) d4 . In Section 3.1
we then use dimension arguments for the underlying spaces of quasi-
modular forms to achieve the existence of such forms that are useful
for the construction of eigenfunctions with certain extremal properties.
Proposition 3.1. Let ψ be as in Proposition 2.1. Then the corre-
sponding function F given by (2.6) is an eigenfunction for the Fourier
transform with eigenvalue (−1) d4 , if and only if z d2−2ψ(Sz) is a quasi-
modular form of weight 4 − d
2
and depth 2. More precisely, there are
weakly holomorphic modular forms ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 of respective weights
4− d
2
, 2− d
2
, and −d
2
such that
(3.1) z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) = ψ1(z)− 2E2(z)ψ2(z) + E2(z)2ψ3(z).
This gives
ψ(z) = z2
(
ψ1(z)− 2E2(z)ψ2(z) + E2(z)2ψ3(z)
)
+ z
12i
π
(ψ2(z)− E2(z)ψ3(z))− 36
π2
ψ3(z).
(3.2)
Furthermore, ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3 have to satisfy
(3.3) ψ1(z)− 2E2(z)ψ2(z) + E2(z)2ψ3(z) = O(e2πiz)
for z → i∞ in order to fulfill (2.1) and (2.7).
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 a function F given in the form (2.4) is an
eigenfunction of the Fourier transform for the eigenvalue (−1) d4 (this is
ε = 1) if and only if (2.10) and (2.11) hold. From (2.10) we obtain
ψ(z) = (z + 1)
d
2
−2ψ(TSTz)
and then
(z + 1)
d
2
−2ψ(STz) = z
d
2
−2ψ(TSTSTz) = z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz),
where we have used that (TS)3 = id. Thus the function
φ(z) = z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz)
is periodic with period 1.
Now we write (2.11) as
(3.4) ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z) = 2φ(z)
and set
(3.5) f(z) = ψ(Tz)− ψ(z)− (2z + 1)φ(z).
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Then we have
f(z)− f(T−1z)
= ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)− (2z + 1)φ(z) + (2z − 1)φ(T−1z).
Using the periodicity of φ and (3.4) gives the periodicity of f . Now we
set
(3.6) g(z) = ψ(z)− z2φ(z)− zf(z).
We compute
g(Tz)−g(z) = ψ(Tz)−ψ(z)−((z+1)2−z2)φ(z)−((z+1)−z)f(z) = 0,
where we have used the periodicity of φ and f as well as the definition
of f . This shows that also g is periodic.
Thus ψ satisfies the relation
(3.7) ψ(z) = z
d
2ψ(Sz) + zf(z) + g(z)
for two (yet unknown) periodic functions f and g. We now use the
definitions (3.5) and (3.6) to express g in terms of ψ
(3.8) g(z) = (z + 1)ψ(z)− zψ(Tz) + z(z + 1)z d2−2ψ(Sz).
Substituting STz and multiplying through the denominator yields
(z + 1)
d
2 g(STz) = z(z + 1)(z + 1)
d
2
−2ψ(STz)
+ (z + 1)(z + 1)
d
2
−2ψ(ST−1Sz)− zψ(Tz),
(3.9)
where we have used TST = ST−1S. We have already established the
periodicity of φ(z) = z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz). This allows to replace the first and
the second term to yield
g(STz) = (z + 1)z
d
2
−1ψ(Sz) + (z + 1)ψ(z)− zψ(Tz) = g(z).
Using the already established periodicity of g this gives
(3.10) z
d
2 g(Sz) = g(z);
g is a modular form of weight −d
2
.
Applying z 7→ Sz to (3.7) and adding this to (3.7) (divided by z d2 )
yields
(3.11) z
d
2
−2f(Sz) = f(z) +
2
z
g(z);
f is quasi-modular of weight 2− d
2
and depth 1.
We set
h(z) = f(z)− πi
3
E2(z)g(z)
and use z−2E2(z) = E2(z)− 6iπz to obtain
z
d
2
−2h(Sz) = h(z),
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which together with the obvious periodicity yields that h is a modular
form of weight 2− d
2
. Inserting this into (3.7) gives the quasi-modularity
of z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) with weight 4− d
2
and depth 2. By the structure theorem
of quasi-modular forms (see [22,25,32]), z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) can then be written
as (3.1), where we have set
ψ1(z) = z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz)− E2(z)h(z) −E2(z)2g(z)
ψ2(z) = −πi
12
h(z)
ψ3(z) = −π
2
36
g(z).
In order to satisfy condition (2.1), the term multiplied by z2 in (3.2)
has to tend to 0 for z → i∞, which gives (3.3). By (3.1) this implies
that (2.1) and (2.7) are satisfied for any 0 < C < 2π. 
3.1. Determining ψ. In a next step we want to determine ψ (or equiv-
alently ψ1, ψ2, ψ3) to satisfy (3.3). Since ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3 are weakly
holomorphic modular forms of respective weights −4 − d
2
, 2 − d
2
, and
−d
2
, we use (A.9) to express these forms as
ψ1 =
1
∆ℓ
ωk+2P
(k)
n (j)
ψ2 =
1
∆ℓ
ωk+1Q
(k)
n (j)
ψ3 =
1
∆ℓ
ωkR
(k)
n (j),
(3.12)
for ℓ ∈ N chosen so that ψm∆ℓ (m = 1, 2, 3) are weakly holomorphic
modular forms of positive weight; P
(k)
n , Q
(k)
n , and R
(k)
n are polynomials,
which have to be determined. The minimal possible choice of ℓ is then
ℓ =
⌈
d
24
⌉
.
Furthermore, we set
k = 6ℓ− d
4
,
which gives 0 ≤ k ≤ 5. The forms ωm in (3.12) are modular forms of
weight 2m (m = 0, . . . , 7), which are given in Table 3.1; these forms are
uniquely determined by the requirement to be holomorphic, or to have
a pole of minimal order at i∞. The parameter n refers to the order
of the pole of ωk+2P
(k)
n (j), ωk+1Q
(k)
n (j), or ωkR
(k)
n (j). Notice that for
m = 1 the form ωm has a simple pole at i∞, whereas form = 6, 7 it has
a simple zero there. This affects the possible degrees of the polynomials
P
(k)
n , Q
(k)
n , and R
(k)
n , see Table 3.2. This table also gives the dimension
of the space Q(2k+2)n of weakly holomorphic quasi-modular forms of
weight 2k+2 and depth 2, which have a pole of order at most n at i∞.
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The table also gives the definition of the quantity a(k), which will be
needed in the sequel.
m ωm
0 1
1 −j′ = E24E6
∆
= E6
E4
j
2 E4
3 E6
4 E24
5 E4E6
6 ∆ = ∆ω0
7 E24E6 = ∆ω1
Table 3.1. The choices of ωm
k degP
(k)
n degQ
(k)
n degR
(k)
n dimQ(2k+2)n a(k)
0 n n− 1 n 3n+ 2 1
1 n n n− 1 3n+ 2 1
2 n n n 3n+ 3 2
3 n n n 3n+ 3 2
4 n+ 1 n n 3n+ 4 3
5 n n+ 1 n 3n+ 4 3
Table 3.2. Degrees of the polynomials P
(k)
n , Q
(k)
n , and R
(k)
n
In light of (3.2) and the asymptotic behaviour of ψ (2.1) used in
Proposition 2.1 we require that the polar order of ψ2(z) − E2(z)ψ3(z)
(the term multiplied by z in (3.2)) is 1 less than the polar order of ψ3(z).
This ensures by (2.3) that the largest real second order pole of W (s)
is 2 less than the largest real first order pole. Notice that condition
(3.3) ensures thatW (s) has no third order poles in the right half plane.
Together this ensures that the polar order of ψ at i∞ corresponds to
the desired sign change of the function F given by (2.6).
In order to achieve the behaviour of ψ described in the last para-
graph, we use the degrees of freedom given by dimQ(2k+2)n to first ensure
that
(3.13) ωk+1Q
(k)
n (j)− E2ωkR(k)n (j) = O(q−n+1)
and second to eliminate as many Laurent series coefficients of
ωk+2P
(k)
n (j)− 2E2ωk+1Q(k)n (j) + E22ωkR(k)n (j)
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as possible. By solving the according linear equations we can achieve
(3.14) ωk+2P
(k)
n (j)− 2E2ωk+1Q(k)n (j) + E22ωkR(k)n (j) = O(q2n+a(k)−1).
In order for ψ to satisfy (3.3) we have to choose n so that
2n+ a(k)− 1 > ℓ;
the minimal possible choice for n is then
n =
⌈
ℓ− a(k) + 2
2
⌉
.
The condition (3.13) ensures that there is a sign change of F (x) at
‖x‖2 = 2n+ 2ℓ and F (x) 6= 0 for ‖x‖2 = 2n+ 2ℓ− 2. Expressing ℓ, k,
and n in terms of d yields 2n+ 2ℓ = 2⌊d+4
16
⌋+ 2.
Summing up, we have proved the following theorem. For the sake of
simplicity, we abuse notation by writing f(x) = f(‖x‖), whenever f is
a radial function and the context is clear.
Theorem 3.2. For d ≡ 0 (mod 4) set n+ = ⌊d+416 ⌋ + 1. Then there
exists a radial Schwartz function F+ : R
d → R satisfying
F+(x) = (−1) d4 F̂+(x) for all x ∈ Rd
F+(
√
2n+) = 0 and F
′
+(
√
2n+) 6= 0
F+(
√
2m) = F ′+(
√
2m) = 0 for m > n+, m ∈ N.
(3.15)
If Conjecture 1 stated below holds, then
√
2n+ is the last sign change of
the function f+. This is the case for all dimensions ≤ 312 by Remark 2
stated below.
4. Eigenfunctions for eigenvalue (−1) d4+1
In this section we consider eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform
with eigenvalue (−1) d4+1 of the form (1.1). We show in Proposition 4.1
that, in this case, the function ψ can be expressed in terms of weakly
holomorphic modular forms for Γ and Γ(2). We then explore explicit
representations of these forms and show the existence of eigenfunctions
satisfying similar extremal properties as in Section 3.
Since Γ(2) \ H∗ has genus zero, it has a Hauptmodul λ (see Sec-
tion A.3) which generates the Γ(2) modular functions. It is holomor-
phic on H, attains the value 1 at the origin, and has no zeros in H.
Hence, we may define a holomorphic logarithm of λ by
(4.1) log λ(z) := 2πi
∫ z
0
λ′(w)
λ(w)
dw = πi
∫ z
0
θ401(w) dw,
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where the second equation follows from (A.24). We observe via direct
computation with the contour integral and the properties of λ that:
log λ(T 2z) = log λ(z) + 2πi(4.2)
2 log λ(Sz) = log λ(T−1z)− 2 log λ(z) + log λ(Tz).(4.3)
Notice that these equations imply
(4.4) log λ(z) = log λ(Tz) + log λ(Sz) + πi,
which we will need later.
Using the second equality of (4.1) and (A.10) we obtain the following
expansion of log λ at the cusp i∞:
(4.5) log λ(z) = πiz + 4 log(2) +
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k r4(k)
k
q
k
2 ,
where r4 is defined in (A.11). Then (4.3), (4.5) together with (A.12)
give the expansion
(4.6) log λ(Sz) = −16
∞∑
k=0
σ1(2k + 1)
2k + 1
qk+
1
2 .
Proposition 4.1. Let ψ be as in Proposition 2.2. Then the corre-
sponding function F given by (2.6) is an eigenfunction of the Fourier
transform with eigenvalue (−1) d4+1 if and only if there exists a weakly
holomorphic modular form f of weight 2 − d
2
for Γ and ω a weakly
holomorphic modular form of weight 2− d
2
for Γ(2) such that
ψ(z) = f(z) · log λ(z) + ω(z),(4.7)
ω(z) = z
d
2
−2ω(Sz) + ω(Tz),(4.8)
where log λ is defined in (4.5).
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 with ǫ = −1, F is an eigenfunction of the
Fourier transform with eigenvalue (−1) d4+1 iff ψ satisfies the two equa-
tions:
z
d
2
−2ψ(TSz) = −ψ(T−1z),(4.9)
2z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) = −(ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z)).(4.10)
To solve these we first consider H(z) := z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) which by (4.9) gives
H(Tz) = (Tz)
d
2
−2ψ(STz)
= (Tz)
d
2
−2ψ(T−1TSTz)
= −(Tz) d2−2(TSTz) d2−2ψ(TSTSTz)
= −z d2−2ψ(Sz)
= −H(z),
(4.11)
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Where we used the property (TS)3 = id in the second to last line.
Iterating this property once gives that H(z+2) = H(z) and unraveling
this statement in terms of ψ gives
(4.12) (2z − 1) d2−2ψ(ST 2Sz) = ψ(z).
Substituting z → STz in (4.10) and applying (4.9) repeatedly to get
2ψ(Tz) = −(Tz) d2−2 (ψ(T−1STz)− 2ψ(STz) + ψ(TSTz))
= ψ(T 2z) + 2(Tz)
d
2
−2ψ(STz) + ψ(z)
= ψ(T 2z)− 2z d2−2ψ(Sz) + ψ(z)
= ψ(T 2z) + ψ(Tz)− ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z).
(4.13)
So, altogether we have that ψ(T 2z) − ψ(Tz) − ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z) = 0.
Defining G(z) := ψ(Tz)− ψ(T−1z) implies G(z + 1) = G(z). Further-
more using (4.9) we obtain
z
d
2
−2G(Sz) = z
d
2
−2(ψ(TSz)− ψ(T−1Sz))
= −ψ(T−1z) + ψ(Tz)
= G(z).
(4.14)
Therefore, G is modular of weight 2 − d
2
for the full modular group.
Using this we define
(4.15) ω(z) := ψ(z)− 1
πi
G(z) · log λ(z)
and from (4.4) given we see that ω is a modular form of weight 2 − d
2
for Γ(2). Moreover, plugging this relationship into (4.9) gives
(4.16) ω(z) = z
d
2
−2ω(Sz) + ω(Tz).
Finally, setting f := 1
πi
·G we get the desired conclusions. 
4.1. Determining ψ. In this step our goal will be determining ψ given
its representation in terms of f and ω. We use the fact that C(λ) is
a field extension of C(j) to characterize the solutions of (4.16). Then
using linear algebra, we ensure that conditions (2.1) and (2.7) hold.
We will show that due to (4.16), achieving the former condition will
give the latter.
To begin, we recall f and ω are weakly holomorphic modular forms
of weight 2 − d
2
for the groups Γ and Γ(2) respectively. There are no
modular forms of negative weight because such forms must have poles
on either H or at the cusps. The contour integration arguments from
Proposition 2.2 rule out the former and so f and ω must and can only
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have poles at the cusps. To continue, define
ℓ =
⌈
d− 4
24
⌉
k = 6ℓ− d− 4
4
,
which gives 0 ≤ k ≤ 5. From this we set
f =
ωk
∆ℓ
P (k)(j)(4.17)
ω =
ωk
∆ℓ
R(k)(λ),(4.18)
where we recall from Table 3.1 that ωk is a weakly holomorphic modular
form for the full modular group of weight 2k. P (k) is a polynomial
associated with each k, and R(k) is a rational function depending on
our choice of k. This representation follows because f · ∆ℓ
ωk
is a weakly
holomorphic form of weight 0 and using the fact that j is Hauptmodul
for Γ, this implies that it must be rational function in j. Moreover,
since such a rational function can only have poles at i∞, it must be
a polynomial. Analogously, since λ is Hauptmodul for Γ(2) we can
similarly conclude that ω · ∆ℓ
ωk
must be a rational function in λ. What
differs here however is that Γ(2) has three cusps (namely 0, 1, and
i∞). From our contour integration argument in Proposition 2.2 we see
that we cannot have a pole at the origin (in fact (2.7) implies we must
have a zero here), we can (in fact must) have a pole at i∞, and we
may have unprescribed behavior at ±1. This implies that the most we
can conclude is that the denominator of such a rational function, say
R(x), can only have factors of the form xa(1 − x)b because λ(0) = 1,
λ(1) =∞, and λ(i∞) = 0.
To continue, we will use (4.16) to analyze the possible choices for
R(k). Combining (4.16) and (4.18) yields
(4.19) R(k)(λ(z)) = R(k)(λ(Sz)) +R(k)(λ(Tz))
We note that the field of meromorphic functions C(λ) is a degree 6
field extension over the field of meromorphic functions C(j) with the
minimal polynomial of λ over C(j) given by:
(4.20) λ6 − 3λ5 + (6− j)λ4 − (7− 2j)λ3 + (6− j)λ2 − 3λ+ 1 = 0
Therefore, R(k) can be expressed in a unique way as
(4.21) R(k)(λ) =
5∑
m=0
R(k)m (j)λ
m
for rational functions R
(k)
m . Inserting this into (4.19) we get
(4.22)
5∑
m=0
((1−λ)5λm− (1−λ)5+m+(−1)mλm(1−λ)5−m)R(k)m (j) = 0
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We can use the minimal polynomial (4.20) to write all powers of λ larger
than 5 by linear combinations of {1, λ, . . . , λ5}. This gives a linear
system of 6 equations for the 6 unknown functions R
(k)
m , k = 0, . . . , 5.
It can be checked directly that this system has rank 4 and hence has a
2 dimensional kernel. This supports an ansatz of the form
(4.23) ωkR
(k)(λ) = χ
(k)
1 Y
(k)(j) + χ
(k)
2 Z
(k)(j)
where the Y (k) and Z(k) are polynomials and χ
(k)
1 and χ
(k)
2 are two
linearly independent solutions of
(4.24) χ(z) = z−2kχ(Sz) + χ(Tz).
Table 4.1 gives solutions of minimal orders at z = 0 and z = i∞.
k χ
(k)
1 χ
(k)
2
0 (1+λ)(1−λ)(1−λ+λ
2)
λ2
(1+λ)(1−λ+λ2)
λ(1−λ)
1 θ400(1− λ) θ400 (1−λ)
3(2+3λ+2λ2)
λ2
2 θ800(1− λ2) θ800 (1+λ)(1+3λ−7λ
2+3λ3+λ4)
λ(1−λ)
3 θ1200(1− λ)(1− λ+ λ2) θ1200 (1−λ+λ
2)(1+3λ−10λ2+3λ3+λ4)
λ(1−λ)
4 θ1600λ(1 + λ)(1− λ) θ1600 (1+λ)(1−λ+λ
2−λ3+λ4−λ5+λ6)
λ(1−λ)
5 θ2000λ(1− λ)(1− 4λ+ λ2) θ2000 1−32λ
3+60λ4−32λ5+λ8
λ(1−λ)
Table 4.1. The choices for the forms χ
(k)
1 and χ
(k)
2
Putting all this information together we get that ψ has the form
(4.25) ψ =
1
∆ℓ
(
X(k)(j)ωk log λ+ χ
(k)
1 Y
(k)(j) + χ
(k)
2 Z
(k)(j)
)
for polynomials X(k), Y (k), Z(k) that depend on the value of k. Our
next step will be to choose the degrees of X(k), Y (k), and Z(k) and use
the degrees of freedom given by the coefficients so that (4.25) satisfies
(2.7). In particular this implies that we need to choose their degrees
so that ψ vanishes to sufficiently large order. In particular, we want
ϕ(z) := z−2k(X(k)(j)ωk(Sz) log λ(Sz)
+ χ
(k)
1 (Sz)Y
(k)(j(z)) + χ
(k)
2 (Sz)Z
(k)(j(z))) = O(qℓ+ 12 ).
(4.26)
Before continuing in this direction however, we show two short lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ϕ(z) is as in (4.26). Then it has only half integer
exponents in its Fourier expansion.
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Proof. Let
χ(z) = χ
(k)
1 (z)Y
(k)(j(z)) + χ
(k)
2 (z)Z
(k)(j(z))),
denote sum of the last two terms on the right side of (4.26). Then χ
satisfies (4.24) and so
z−2kχ(Sz) = χ(Tz)− χ(z),
which implies that all terms in the Fourier expansion of z−2kχ(Sz)
with integer exponents vanish. Moreover, we see from (4.6) that the
expression z−2kX(k)(j)ωk(Sz) log λ(Sz) has only half integer exponents
in its Fourier expansion, giving the claim. 
Lemma 4.3. Let ψ be given by (4.25) with polynomials X, Y , Z such
that (2.7) holds. Then the principal part of ψ at i∞ has only integer
exponents of q.
Proof. By our assumption z
d
2
−2ψ(Sz) = O(q 12 ). Since ψ can be written
as
ψ(z) =
∞∑
k=−m
akq
k
2 − iz
∞∑
k=−n
bkq
k = ψ1 + zψ2,
(4.10) implies that ψ1 satisfies
ψ(Tz)− 2ψ(z) + ψ(T−1z) = ψ1(Tz)− 2ψ1(z) + ψ1(T−1z)
= 2ψ1(Tz)− 2ψ1(z) = O(q 12 ),
which gives the assertion of the lemma. 
In light of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we first assume that (2.7) holds and
define the subscript n for the polynomial X
(k)
n so that the following
polar order is achieved.
(4.27) X(k)n (j)ωk = O(q−n),
We note that this implies that for each k 6= 1 the degree of the poly-
nomial X
(k)
n is at most n and for k = 1 that it has degree at most
n − 1. We similarly adopt the notations Y (k)n and Z(k)n to refer to the
polynomials that give us:
χ
(k)
1 (z)Y
(k)
n (j(z)) + χ
(k)
2 (z)Z
(k)
n (j(z)) = O(q−n−1)(4.28)
z−2k(χ(k)1 (Sz)Y
(k)
n (j(z))) = O(q−n+
1
2 )(4.29)
z−2k(χ(k)2 (Sz)Z
(k)
n (j(z))) = O(q−n+
1
2 ).(4.30)
We observe that (4.28), (4.29), and (4.30) are sufficient to put upper
bounds on the degrees of polynomials Y
(k)
n and Z
(k)
n . With b(k) as in
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Table 4.2 we can use the degrees of freedom gained from the coefficients
of X
(k)
n , Y
(k)
n , and Z
(k)
n so that
z−2k(X(k)n (j)ωk(Sz) log λ(Sz) + χ
(k)
1 (Sz)Y
(k)
n (j(z))
+ χ
(k)
2 (Sz)Z
(k)
n (j(z))) = O(q2n+
b(k)
2 ),
(4.31)
which is a strengthening of our hypothesis that (2.7) is satisfied. We
then observe that (4.27) and (4.28) ensure by (2.3) that the largest real
second order pole ofW (s) is 2 less than the largest real first order pole.
Altogether, this will give us the desired sign change of the function F
given by (2.6). The degrees of these polynomials are also detailed in
Table 4.2.
k degX
(k)
n deg Y
(k)
n degZ
(k)
n b(k)
0 n n n− 1 3
1 n− 1 n n 3
2 n n + 1 n 5
3 n n + 1 n 5
4 n n + 2 n+ 1 7
5 n n + 2 n+ 1 7
Table 4.2. Degrees of the polynomials X
(k)
n , Y
(k)
n , and Z
(k)
n
We now need to choose n so that
(4.32) 2n+
b(k)
2
> ℓ
so that (2.7) is satisfied. This then gives that the minimal choice of n
is then
(4.33) n =
⌈
2ℓ− b(k)
4
⌉
.
Then conditions (4.27) and (4.28) ensure that there is a sign change of
F (x) at ‖x‖2 = 2n+2ℓ+2 and F (x) 6= 0 for ‖x‖2 = 2n+2ℓ. Expressing
ℓ, k, and n in terms of d yields 2n+ 2ℓ = 2⌊ d
16
⌋
Summing up, we have proved the following theorem. The theorem
is formulated with some abuse of notation, which is justified by the
fact that it discusses radial functions: we write F−(x) = F−(‖x‖) and
consider F− as multivariate and univariate function as appropriate.
Theorem 4.4. For d ≡ 0 (mod 4) set n− = ⌊ d16⌋ + 1. Then there
exists a radial Schwartz function F− : Rd → R satisfying
F−(x) = (−1) d4+1F̂−(x) for all x ∈ Rd
F−(
√
2n−) = 0 and F ′−(
√
2n−) 6= 0
F−(
√
2m) = F ′−(
√
2m) = 0 for m > n−, m ∈ N.
(4.34)
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Remark 1. Some small dimensions are especially interesting. It turns
out that the log λ-term is missing exactly for the dimensions 8, 12, and
24, which have been studied in [8,9,28]. In these cases the coefficients
bk in Proposition 2.1 vanish and the resulting eigenfunction vanishes
for ‖x‖2 = 2n (n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}).
In this section we constructed machinery so that given a dimension
d, we have a minimal value of n so that the function ψ(z) as in (2.1)
satisfies an+1 6= 0, bn+1 = 0, and bn 6= 0. This is demonstrated in
(4.33). We will discuss more details in Section 7.
• d = 4
In this case ℓ = 0, k = 0, and n = 0. The possible solutions
take the form
ψ = C1 log λ+ C2χ
(0)
1 ,
where C1, C2 can be chosen arbitrarily. For instance, χ
(0)
1 yields
a radial Fourier eigenfunction in dimension 4, which has its last
sign change at distance
√
2, thus giving an example showing
that A+(4) ≤
√
2 (in the notation of [8]). This is a consequence
of the fact that λ maps the imaginary axis to the interval (0, 1)
and χ
(0)
1 is therefore positive and has a simple pole at i∞. No-
tice that log λ yields a non-positive Fourier eigenfunction for
the eigenvalue +1.
• d = 8
In this case ℓ = 1, k = 5, and n = −1, which gives
ψ =
(j + 1408)χ
(5)
1 − 256χ(5)2
∆
.
This gives the −1 eigenfunction used in [28]. The vanishing of
this eigenfunction at 0 plays an important there.
• d = 12
In this case ℓ = 1, k = 4, and n = −1, which gives
ψ =
(j + 768)χ
(4)
1 − 256χ(4)2
∆
.
This is the function studied in [8].
• d = 24
In this case ℓ = 1, k = 1, and n = 0, which gives
ψ =
χ
(1)
2
∆
.
This is the function used in [9]. The vanishing of this eigen-
function at 0 plays an important there.
• d = 28
In this case ℓ = 1, k = 0, and n = 0, which is not covered by
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the table in Appendix B. In this case we choose
ψ =
2 log λ+ χ
(0)
1
∆
.
5. Modular differential equations
In Section 3.1 we discussed the existence of the form ψ(Sz)z
d
2
−2 given
by (3.1) in Proposition 3.1 by a simple dimension count. A similar
argument was used in Section 4.1 to obtain certain modular forms for
Γ(2) that satisfy the requirements of Proposition 4.1. In the present
section we give a direct construction by an explicit linear recurrence,
which we obtain via modular differential equations. For this purpose
we set
(5.1)
f12n+2k+4 = ∆
n
(
ωk+2P
(k)
n (j)− 2ωk+1E2Q(k)n (j) + ωkE22R(k)n (j)
)
,
where P
(k)
n , Q
(k)
n , and R
(k)
n are the polynomials used in the ansatz (3.12)
studied in Section 3.1. Similarly, we set
(5.2) φ12n+2k+12 = ∆
n+1
(
ωkX
(k)
n log λ+ χ
(k)
1 Y
(k)
n (j) + χ
(k)
2 Z
(k)
n (j)
)
,
where X
(k)
n , Y
(k)
n , and Z
(k)
n are the polynomials used in the ansatz (4.25)
in Section 4.1. In this section we use the weight w = 12n + 2k + 4 of
the form fw and w = 12n+ 2k + 12 of the form φw as the parameter.
5.1. Differential equations for quasi-modular forms. The quasi-
modular form fw of weight w and depth 2 is then given by the three
requirements
fw = O(q3n+a(k)−1) = O(q⌊w4 ⌋−1)(5.3)
gw = ∆
n
(
ωk+1Q
(k)
n (j)− ωkE2R(k)n (j)
)
= O(q)(5.4)
hw = ∆
nωkR
(k)
n (j) = O(1).(5.5)
The third equation (5.5) is of course trivially satisfied, we mention it
only, because we will show in the sequel that (5.3)–(5.5) give the exact
order for z → i∞ of the functions fw, gw, and hw obtained by our
construction and that the solution is uniquely characterised by these
conditions. We notice that forms satisfying fw = O(q⌊w4 ⌋) are called
extremal quasi-modular forms; they were studied in [20, 30]. We will
adapt the methods used in these two papers to our situation.
In [21] third order modular linear differential equations are stud-
ied. Especially, all third order linear differential equations are charac-
terised, which have modular or quasi-modular solutions. Such differ-
ential equations are especially useful for finding quasi-modular forms
fw with prescribed behaviour of fw, gw and hw for q → 0, because the
corresponding orders have to be solutions of the index equation. In
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this section we will present this approach to finding the quasi-modular
forms satisfying the requirements of Proposition 3.1.
Assuming the defining properties of the forms fw for even weights
w ≥ 8, there exist coefficients aw, bw, cw such that
(5.6) fw+4 = awE4fw + bwE
2
4fw−4 + cw∆fw−8.
This comes from considering the orders of the three forms on the right
hand side: the last two terms have the same orders for q → 0, thus
the coefficients bw and cw can be chosen so that the order of the sum
bwE
2
4fw−4+ cw∆fw−8 equals the order of E4fw. Then aw can be chosen
to again increase the order by 1. Since the corresponding functions
gw and hw satisfy the same recurrence relation, these functions auto-
matically satisfy (5.4) and (5.5) by induction. At this moment this
argument involves some heuristics, namely that there is no higher or-
der of vanishing in any term than expected. We will make this rigorous
by showing that the solutions of the linear recurrence satisfy certain
differential equations, which show that they have precisely the assumed
order of vanishing. This will then allow us to find values for aw, bw,
and cw and suitable initial values for fw.
For the purpose of the proof we recall the definition of the Serre
derivative (see [32])
(5.7) ∂wf = f
′ − w
12
E2f.
Notice that the Serre derivative ∂w applied to a modular form of weight
w gives a modular form of weight w+ 2; similarly, the Serre derivative
∂w−2 applied to a quasi-modular form of weight w and depth 2 gives a
quasi-modular form of weight w + 2 and depth ≤ 2; this can be seen
from
∂w−2
(
Aw + E2Bw−2 + E
2
2Cw−4
)
= ∂wAw − 1
12
E4Bw−2
+E2
(
1
6
Aw + ∂w−2Bw−2 − 1
6
E4Cw−4
)
+E22
(
1
12
Bw−2 + ∂w−4Cw−4
)
,
(5.8)
where Aw, Bw−2, and Cw−4 are modular forms of respective weights w,
w − 2, and w − 4.
Furthermore, we recall the definition of the Rankin-Cohen bracket
(see [31])
(5.9) [f, g](k,ℓ)n =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
n+ k − 1
n− i
)(
n + ℓ− 1
i
)
f (i)g(n−i).
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The cases w ≡ 0 (mod 4) (this corresponds to k = 0, 2, 4) and w ≡ 2
(mod 4) (this corresponds to k = 1, 3, 5) have to be treated slightly dif-
ferently. In the second case the underlying modular differential equa-
tion takes a somehow non-standard form, which was not covered by
the general study [21].
Proposition 5.1. Consider the sequence (fw)w, (w ≡ 0 (mod 4), w ≥
8) given by the initial elements
f8 = E
2
4 − 2E2E6 + E22E4 =
36
5
E ′′4
f12 =
1
6000
(E26 − 2E2E4E6 + E22E24) =
1
3000
(E24)
′′ − 4
25
∆
f16 =
1
2540160000
(−25E44+ 49E4E26− 48E2E24E6+ E22(49E34− 25E26))
=
(25E26 − 49E34)′′
2751840000
− ∆E4
45500
(5.10)
and the recurrence
fw+4 =
1
16000(w + 2)(w − 3)(w − 5)(w − 9)(w − 10)(w − 11)
×
(
200(w − 8)(w − 9)(w2 − 15w + 38)E4fw
− 5
8
(w − 8)(w − 12)E24fw−4 +∆fw−8
)
.
(5.11)
Then for every w ≡ 0 (mod 4), w ≥ 8 the quasi-modular form fw
satisfies (5.3) and the corresponding functions gw and hw satisfy (5.4)
and (5.5), where q
w
4
−1, q, and 1 are the exact orders of these functions
for q → 0.
Proof. We will prove the proposition by showing that fw satisfies the
differential equation
f ′′′ − w
4
E2f
′′ +
(
w − 4
4
E4 +
w(w − 1)
4
E ′2
)
f ′
−
(
(w − 2)(w − 4)
16
E ′4 +
w(w − 1)(w − 2)
24
E ′′2
)
f = 0.
(5.12)
This is the case α = w−4
4
and β = 0 of the general form of linear differ-
ential equations admitting modular and quasi-modular solutions given
in [21, Theorem 1]. We will write (5.12)w to indicate the dependence
on the parameter w (so, fw−4 is a solution of (5.12)w − 4). The index
equation of (5.12) then reads as
(5.13) µ3 − w
4
µ2 +
w − 4
4
µ = µ (µ− 1)
(
µ− w − 4
4
)
= 0.
The roots of this equation correspond to the exponents in (5.3)–(5.5).
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The differential equation (5.12) can be rewritten in terms of the Serre
derivative as
∂w+2∂w∂w−2f − 3w
2 − 36w + 140
144
E4∂w−2f
− (w − 2)(w − 5)(w − 14)
864
E6f = 0.
(5.14)
The following lemma can be checked by direct computation.
Lemma 5.2. If Fw is a solution of (5.12)w, then the function
(5.15)
1
∆
(
[Fw, E4]
(w−2,4)
2 +
5
3
[Fw, E6]
(w−2,6)
1
)
is a solution of (5.12)w − 4.
We now proceed by induction to show that the right-hand-side of
(5.11) is a solution of (5.12)w + 4. Assume that we have proved that fm
is a solution of (5.12)m and that
(5.16) ∆fm−4 = [fm, E4]
(m−2,4)
2 +
5
3
[fm, E6]
(m−2,6)
1
for 12 ≤ m ≤ w, m ≡ 0 (mod 4). Inserting (5.16) for m = w − 4
and m = w into (5.11) and using that fw−4 and fw are solutions of
(5.12)w − 4 and (5.12)w gives that the right-hand-side of (5.11) equals
(5.17)
(w − 5)(w − 6)E4fw − 36∂w∂w−2fw
120(w + 2)(w − 3)(w − 5)(w − 10) .
This can be checked to be a solution of (5.12)w + 4. In order to com-
plete the induction step, we verify (5.16) for m = w + 4 inserting the
expression (5.17). This shows that indeed (5.11) holds.
The solution of the recurrence (5.11) is thus also a solution of the
differential equation (5.12). Since fw vanishes to at least second order
in q for q → 0, it can only be the solution of (5.12) associated to the
root µ = w−4
4
of the index equation. Thus (5.3) holds. Similarly, since
gw and hw satisfy the same linear recurrence relation, we prove that
(5.4) and (5.5) hold. 
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Proposition 5.3. Consider the sequence (fw)w, (w ≡ 2 (mod 4), w ≥
10) given by the initial elements
f10 = −E4E6 + 2E2E24 −E22E6 = −
24
7
E ′′6
f14 = − 1
8400
(
E24E6 −E2(E34 + E26) + E22E4E6
)
= − 3
19250
(E4E6)
′′ − 36
875
E2∆
f18 = − 1
237600
(
5E34E6 + 7E
3
6 −E2(5E44 + 19E4E26) + 12E22E24E6
)
= − 1
28875
(E24E6)
′′ +
2∆(181E6 − 185E2E4)
9625
(5.18)
and the recurrence
fw+4 =
1
16000(w − 3)(w − 4)(w − 5)(w − 9)(w − 11)(w − 16)
×
(
200(w − 9)(w − 10)(w2 − 21w + 92)E4fw
− 5
8
(w − 10)(w − 14)E24fw−4 +∆fw−8
)
.
(5.19)
Then for every w ≡ 2 (mod 4), w ≥ 10 the quasi-modular form fw
satisfies (5.3) and the corresponding functions gw and hw satisfy (5.4)
and (5.5), where q
w−6
4 , q, and 1 are the exact orders of these functions
for q → 0.
Proof. We will prove the proposition by showing that fw satisfies the
differential equation
E6f
′′′ −
(
w − 2
4
E24 +
w
2
E ′6
)
f ′′
+
(
w − 6
4
E4E6 +
(w − 1)(w − 2)
8
E4E
′
4 +
w(w − 1)
14
E ′′6
)
f ′
−
(
(w − 2)(w − 6)
24
E4E
′
6 +
5(w − 8)(w − 9)(w − 10)
384
(E ′4)
2
+
w3 + 105w2 − 1162w + 3576
480
E4E
′′
4 +
w(w − 1)(w − 2)
336
E ′′′6
)
f = 0.
(5.20)
The extra factor E6 in front of the highest derivative is motivated by
the computations in [30]. The index equation is then given by
µ3 − w − 2
4
µ2 +
w − 6
4
µ = µ(µ− 1)
(
µ− w − 6
4
)
= 0.
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The equation (5.20) can be written in terms of Serre derivatives as
E6∂w+2∂w∂w−2f +
1
2
E24∂w∂w−2f −
3w2 − 48w + 224
144
E4E6∂w−2f
−
(
3w2 − 48w + 224
288
E34 +
w3 − 33w2 + 300w − 896
864
E26
)
f = 0
(5.21)
Then a relation similar to Lemma 5.2 holds.
Lemma 5.4. If Fw is a solution of (5.20)w, then the function
(5.22)
1
∆
(
[Fw, E4]
(w−2,4)
2 +
5
3
[Fw, E6]
(w−2,6)
1
)
is a solution of (5.20)w − 4.
We proceed in a similar manner as in the proof of Proposition 5.1.
The main equation after inserting (5.22) into the recurrence and using
that fw is a solution of (5.20) reads
(5.23) fw+4 =
(w − 8)(w − 9)E4fw − 36∂w∂w−2fw
120(w − 3)(w − 4)(w − 5)(w − 16)
This can be checked again to satisfy (5.20)w+4 and (5.16)w + 4. The
remaining arguments are also similar. 
5.2. Differential equations for Γ(2)-modular forms. The forms
φw are given by the requirements
φw(z) = O(1)(5.24)
φw(z)− φw(Tz) = O(q)(5.25)
z−wφw(Sz) = O(q⌊w4 ⌋− 12 ).(5.26)
Notice that (5.25) is equivalent to f∆n+1, with f as in (4.7), being a
cusp form. Similarly to (5.6) we expect a linear recurrence equation
for φw by the same heuristic argument. The fact that such recurrences
indeed hold, is the content of the following two propostions. Their
proofs follow exactly the same lines as the proofs of Propositions 5.1
and 5.3.
Proposition 5.5. Consider the sequence (φw)w, (w ≡ 0 (mod 4), w ≥
8) given by the initial elements
φ8 = θ
12
01
(
θ401 + 2θ
4
10
)
φ12 =
8
175
∆ log λ+
θ1201
11200
(
2θ1210 + 3θ
4
01θ
8
10 + 3θ
8
01θ
4
10 + θ
12
01
)
φ16 =
1
231000
∆E4 log λ
+
θ1201
1419264000
(
24θ2010 + 60θ
4
01θ
16
10 + 68θ
8
01θ
12
10 + 42θ
12
01θ
8
10
)
(5.27)
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and the recurrence (for w ≥ 16)
φw+4 =
1
16000(w + 4)(w − 1)(w − 3)(w − 7)(w − 8)(w − 9)
×
(
200(w − 6)(w − 7)(w2 − 11w + 12)E4φw
− 5
8
(w − 6)(w − 10)E24φw−4 +∆φw−8
)
.
(5.28)
Then for every w ≡ 0 (mod 4), w ≥ 8 the modular form φw satisfies
(5.24), (5.25), and (5.26), where 1, q, and q
w−2
4 are the exact orders of
these functions for q → 0.
Proof. As pointed out, the proof follows the same lines as the proof of
Proposition 5.1; it only has to be shown that φw satisfies (5.12)w + 2.
This is done by showing the relation
(5.29) φw+4 =
(w − 3)(w − 4)E4φw − 36∂w+2∂wφw
120(w + 4)(w − 1)(w − 3)(w − 8) .

Proposition 5.6. Consider the sequence (φw)w, (w ≡ 2 (mod 4), w ≥
10) given by the initial elements
φ10 = θ
12
01
(
5θ810 + 5θ
4
01θ
4
10 + 2θ
8
01
)
φ14 =
θ2001
13440
(
7θ810 + 7θ
4
01θ
4
10 + 2θ
8
01
)
φ18 =
1
600600
∆E6 log λ
+
θ1201
1845043200
(
−12θ2410 − 36θ401θ2010 − 13θ801θ1610 + 34θ1201θ1210
+ 68θ1601θ
8
10 + 45θ
20
01θ
4
10 + 10θ
24
01
)
(5.30)
and the recurrence (for w ≥ 18)
φw+4 =
1
16000(w − 1)(w − 2)(w − 3)(w − 7)(w − 9)(w − 14)
×
(
200(w − 7)(w − 8)(w2 − 17w + 54)E4φw
− 5
8
(w − 8)(w − 12)E24φw−4 +∆φw−8
)
.
(5.31)
Then for every w ≡ 2 (mod 4), w ≥ 10 the modular form φw satisfies
(5.24), (5.25), and (5.26), where 1, q, and q
w−4
4 are the exact orders of
these functions for q → 0.
Proof. The proof is again similar to the proof of Proposition 5.3; it only
has to be shown that φw satisfies (5.20)w + 2. This is done by showing
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the relation
(5.32) φw+4 =
(w − 6)(w − 9)E4φw − 36∂w+2∂wφw
120(w − 1)(w − 2)(w − 3)(w − 14) .

6. Positivity of the coefficients
In this section we will show that the forms fw obtained in Proposi-
tions 5.1 and 5.3 can be written in the form
(6.1) fw = (−1)w/2 144µw
(w − 3)(w − 4)E
′′
w−4 +∆f˜w−12,
where f˜w−12 is a quasi-modular form of weight w − 12 and depth 2.
The factor µw is given by
(6.2) µw =
{
3(w/4−2)!
80w/4−2(w−7)!!(w/2−1)!! for w ≡ 0 (mod 4)
3((w−10)/4)!
80(w−10)/4(w−7)!!(w/2−4)!! for w ≡ 2 (mod 4),
where m!! = m(m − 2)(m − 4) . . . denotes the double factorial. From
this we derive the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. Let fw be the quasi-modular forms given by Proposi-
tions 5.1 and 5.3. Then all Fourier coefficients of fw are positive with
possibly finitely many exceptions.
Proof. We set
(6.3) fw = Aw + E2Bw−2 + E22Cw−4.
Applying (5.8) twice we obtain
∂w∂w−2
(
Aw + E2Bw−2 + E22Cw−4
)
=
1
72
(
72∂w+2∂wAw −E4Aw − 12E4∂w−2Bw−2 + 2E6Bw−2 + E24Cw−4
)
+
E2
36
(12∂wAw + ∂w∂w−2Bw−2 − E4Bw−2 − 12E4∂w−4Cw−4 + 2E6Cw−4)
+
E22
72
(Aw + 12∂w−2Bw−2 + 72∂w−2∂w−4Cw−4 −E4Cw−4) .
(6.4)
Setting aw, bw−2, and cw−4 for the constant coefficients of Aw, Bw−2,
and Cw−4 and using (5.17) we obtain

 aw+4bw+2
cw

 =

 3w
2 − 46w + 122 −2w −2
4w 3w2 − 42w + 124 8− 4w
−2 2(w − 2) 3w2 − 38w + 114



 awbw−2
cw−4


480(w − 10)(w − 5)(w − 3)(w + 2) ,
from which we obtain awbw−2
cw−4
 = µw
 1−2
1

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for w ≡ 0 (mod 4); using (5.23) for w ≡ 2 (mod 4) gives a similar
recursion. This shows that all three forms Aw, Bw−2, and Cw−4 have
non-vanishing Eisenstein parts.
The form fw can be rewritten as
(6.5) fw = α
′′
w−4 + β
′
w−2 + γw
with forms αw−4, βw−2, and γw of respective weights w− 4, w− 2, and
w. The two representations (6.3) and (6.5) are related by
αw−4 =
144
(w − 3)(w − 4)Cw−4
βw−2 =
12
w − 2
(
Bw−2 − 24
w − 4∂w−4Cw−4
)
γw = Aw − 12
w − 2∂w−2Bw−2 +
1
w − 3E4Cw−4
+
144
(w − 2)(w − 3)∂w−2∂w−4Cw−4.
(6.6)
Inserting our previous result that the constant coefficients of Aw,Bw−2,
and Cw−4 are proportional to (1,−2, 1) yields that βw−2 and γw are
cusp forms, thus multiples of ∆. This yields the decomposition (6.1)
and more precisely
(6.7) fw = (−1)w/2 144µw
(w − 3)(w − 4)E
′′
w−4 + α˜
′′
w−4 + β
′
w−2 + γw
with cusp forms α˜w−4, βw−2, and γw.
The Fourier coefficients of E ′′w−4 are −2(w−4)Bw−4 n2σw−5(n) and thus of
order nw−3 (here Bw−4 denotes the Bernoulli numbers). Using Deligne’s
estimate (see [12]) for the coefficients of cusp forms to estimate the
coefficients of α˜′′w−4 + β
′
w−2 + γw gives an estimate of order n
w−1
2 σ0(n)
(σ0(n) being the number of positive divisors of n) for the coefficients
of ∆f˜w−12 in (6.1). Thus the coefficient of the second term in (6.1)
is of smaller order than the coefficient of the first term, which then
determines the sign of all but possibly finitely many Fourier coefficients.

We explain shortly, how to prove positivity of all coefficients for a
fixed value of w: we start from (6.7). Then the coefficients of the cusp
forms can be estimated by an explicit bound obtained in [18].
Theorem 6.2 (Theorem 1 in [18]). Let
G(z) =
∞∑
n=1
g(n)qn
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be a cusp form of weight w. Then
|g(n)| ≤
√
logw
(
11
√√√√ ℓ∑
m=1
|g(m)|2
mw−1
+
e18.72(41.41)w/2
w(w−1)/2
∣∣∣∣∣
ℓ∑
m=1
g(m)e−7.288m
∣∣∣∣∣
)
n
w−1
2 σ0(n),
(6.8)
where ℓ is the dimension of the space of cusp forms of weight w.
Using this bound we obtain that the coefficients of α˜′′w−4, β
′
w−2, and
γw are bounded by
Cin
w−1
2 σ0(n) for i = α, β, γ
for explicit constants Cα, Cβ, and Cγ. Then the coefficients of fw are
positive for all n satisfying
(6.9)
144µw
(w − 3)(w − 4)
2(w − 4)
|Bw−4| n
2σw−5(n) > (Cα+Cβ+Cγ)n
w−1
2 σ0(n).
Estimating σw−5(n) ≥ nw−5 and σ0(n) < 2
√
n, this can be solved ex-
plicitly for the minimal value of n; the remaining finitely many values
of n can be checked with the help of a computer. The number of co-
efficients to be checked was up to 3300 in the cases we studied. For
the values w ≤ 22 the cusp forms are either trivial or Hecke eigen-
forms, because the space of cusp forms has dimension ≤ 1. In this case
Deligne’s estimate can be used directly, and the number of coefficients
to be checked is less than 10.
Remark 2. We have checked the positivity of the Fourier coefficients
of the forms fw for even w in the range 8, . . . , 94, which corresponds
to dimensions d = 4, . . . , 312 (d divisible by 4). Notice that the weight
depends on dimension by the relation
w = 12
⌊
d+ 4
16
⌋
− d
2
+ 16.
As pointed out in Theorem 3.2 this implies that F+(x) ≤ 0 for ‖x‖2 ≥
2n+ 2ℓ− 2 for these dimensions.
The numerical experiments support the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. Let fw (w ≡ 0 (mod 2)) be the quasi-modular form
given by Propositions 5.1 and 5.3. Then
fw =
∞∑
m=⌊w
4
⌋−1
aw(m)q
m
with aw(m) > 0 for m ≥ ⌊w4 ⌋ − 1.
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This conjecture is similar to Conjecture 2 in [20], which states the
positivity of the Fourier coefficients of extremal quasi-modular forms
of depth ≤ 4.
Remark 3. The Fourier coefficients of the modular forms φw do not
seem to be positive for small values of w. Numerical experiments in-
dicate that the functions φw(it) are positive for t > 0. Except for
w = 8, 10, 14 (corresponding to dimensions 8, 12, and 24) this seems
to be difficult to prove due to the presence of the log λ-term.
7. Examples: small dimensions
For some small dimensions the functions we constructed in Sec-
tions 3.1 and 4.1 are of special interest. These of course include the
dimensions 8, 12, and 24 studied in [8, 9, 28]. In the following we ex-
press all Γ(2)-modular functions in terms of θ-functions by replacing λ
using (A.17).
Dimension 4. As pointed out in Remark 1 the function log λ pro-
duces a non-positive +1 eigenfunction for the Fourier transform. Fur-
thermore, the function χ
(0)
1 turns into a +1 eigenfunction having a last
sign change at distance
√
2.
The function
8400
f14
∆
=
E24E6 − E2(E34 + E26) + E22E4E6
∆
produces a Fourier eigenfunction for the eigenvalue −1, which does not
vanish at 0 and has a last sign change at distance
√
2.
Dimension 8. Our results recover the functions used in [28] to prove
the optimal upper bound for sphere packings in dimension 8: the quasi-
modular form used there was
E26 − 2E2E4E6 + E22E24
∆
= 6000
f12
∆
.
The second modular form giving the −1 Fourier eigenfunction is
θ1201 (5θ
8
10 + 5θ
4
01θ
4
10 + 2θ
8
01)
∆
=
φ10
∆
.
Dimension 12. Similarly, the function used in [8] to show an optimal
uncertainty principle in dimension 12 is given by
θ1201 (θ
4
01 + 2θ
4
10)
∆
=
φ8
∆
.
The function
C22
f22
∆2
=
1
∆2
(
205E44E6 − 637E4E36 + E2(70E54 + 794E24E26)
+ E22(275E
3
6 − 707E34E6)
)
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(C22 being some large integer constant) provides a −1 eigenfunction,
which does not vanish at 0 and has a last sign change at
√
2. In
this case we can achieve a more suitable function by forming a linear
combination of f22 and E4f18 to obtain the function
1
∆2
(
4565E44E6 + 1771E4E
3
6 − 22E2(145E54 + 431E24E26)
+ 11E22(451E
3
4E6 + 125E
3
6)
)
,
which transforms into an eigenfunction vanishing at 0 and having a
last sign change at distance 2.
Dimension 24. The functions used in [9] to obtain the optimal upper
bound for sphere packings in dimension 24 were
−25E44+ 49E4E26− 48E2E24E6+ E22(49E34− 25E26)
∆2
= 2540160000
f16
∆2
and
θ2001 (7θ
8
10 + 7θ
4
01θ
4
10 + 2θ
8
01)
∆2
= 13440
φ14
∆2
.
Dimension 28. The function
C26
f26
∆3
=
1
∆3
(
915E54E6−1491E24E36+E2(35E64+1292E34E26−175E46)
+ E22(1125E4E
3
6 − 1701E44E6)
)
(C26 being some large integer constant) transforms into a Fourier eigen-
function for the eigenvalue −1, which does not vanish at 0 and has a
last sign change at distance
√
6. The functions f26 and E4f22 can be
linearly combined to obtain the function
1
∆3
(
88(85E54E6 + 77E
2
4E
3
6)− E2(3605E64 + 21022E34E26 + 3885E46)
+ 16E22(406E
4
4E6 + 485E4E
3
6)
)
,
which transforms into an eigenfunction vanishing at 0 and having a
last sign change at distance
√
6.
As pointed out in Remark 1 the function
2 log λ+ χ
(0)
1
∆
=
2
∆
log λ+ 256
(θ401 + 2θ
4
10)(θ
8
01 + θ
4
01θ
4
10 + θ
8
10)
θ401θ
16
10θ
16
00
transforms into a Fourier eigenfunction for the eigenvalue +1, which
has a last sign change at distance 2.
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Appendix A. Some preliminaries on modular forms and
functions
In this appendix we provide some basic facts about modular and
quasi-modular forms, which are required as background for Sections 3
and 4. For further reading and more details we refer to [3] and [4,13,17,
26, 27]. For introductions to quasi-modular forms we refer to [25, 32].
A.1. Modular group. The modular group Γ is the group of 2 × 2-
matrices with integer entries and determinant 1
Γ = SL(2,Z) =
{(
a b
c d
) ∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ac− bd = 1} .
This group acts on the upper half plane H = {z ∈ C | ℑz > 0} by
Mo¨bius transformation (
a b
c d
)
z =
az + b
cz + d
.
This action is discrete, thus there exists a set of representatives F (the
fundamental domain) with non-empty interior such that⋃
γ∈Γ
γF = H
with the union being disjoint.
The subgroup Γ(2) given by
Γ(2) =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ
∣∣∣ (a b
c d
)
≡
(
1 0
0 1
)
(mod 2)
}
is needed for the considerations in Section 4. This is a normal subgroup
of index 6 in Γ, whose fundamental domain is thus given by translates
of F with coset representatives of Γ/Γ(2). It is convenient to choose
the fundamental domains F(Γ) and F(Γ(2)) as follows
F(Γ) =
{
z ∈ C ∣∣ (−1
2
≤ ℜ(z) ≤ 0 ∧ |z| ≥ 1)(A.1)
∨(0 < ℜ(z) < 1
2
∧ |z| > 1)
}
F˜ = {z ∈ C | 0 ≤ ℜ(z) < 1, |z| ≥ 1, |z − 1| > 1} ∪ {ρ+ 1}
F(Γ(2)) = F˜ ∪ T−1F˜ ∪ SF˜ ∪ TSF˜ ∪ ST−1F˜ ∪ STSF˜(A.2)
=
{
z ∈ H | −1 ≤ ℜ(z) < 1,
∣∣∣∣z + 12
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 12 ,
∣∣∣∣z − 12
∣∣∣∣ > 12
}
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ℑ(
z)
ℜ(z)
F(Γ)
ρ+ 1ρ
i
ℑ(
z)
ℜ(z)
F˜T−1F˜
STSF˜ SF˜ ST−1F˜ TSF˜
0−1 1
F(Γ(2))
Figure A.1. The fundamental domains for Γ and Γ(2);
ρ = −1+i
√
3
2
A.2. Modular forms for Γ, Eisenstein series. A holomorphic func-
tion f : H→ C is called a weakly holomorphic modular form of weight
k, if it satisfies
(A.3) (cz + d)−kf
(
az + b
cz + d
)
= f(z)
for all z ∈ H and all ( a bc d ) ∈ Γ. The space of weakly holomorphic
modular forms is denoted byM!k(Γ). This space is non-trivial only for
even values of k. A form f is called holomorphic, if
f(i∞) := lim
ℑz→+∞
f(z)
exists. The subspace Mk(Γ) of holomorphic modular forms is non-
trivial only for even k ≥ 4. Its dimension equals
dimMk(Γ) =
{⌊
k
12
⌋
for k ≡ 2 (mod 12)⌊
k
12
⌋
+ 1 otherwise.
A holomorphic form f is called a cusp form, if f(i∞) = 0. The space
of cusp forms is denoted by Sk(Γ).
Prototypical examples of modular forms of weight 2k are given by
the Eisenstein series
(A.4) E2k(z) =
1
2ζ(2k)
∑
(m,n)∈Z\{(0,0)}
1
(mz + n)2k
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for k ≥ 2. These functions can also be given by their Fourier series
(A.5) E2k(z) = 1− 4kB2k
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)qn
with
σk(n) =
∑
d|n
dk
the sum of k-th powers of the divisors of n and B2k denoting the
Bernoulli numbers. As usual in the context of modular forms we use
the notation q = e2πiz; q is called the nome.
The two forms
E4(z) = 1 + 240
∞∑
n=1
σ3(n)q
n
E6(z) = 1− 504
∞∑
n=1
σ5(n)q
n,
(A.6)
of respective weights 4 and 6 are especially important, since they gen-
erate the ring of all holomorphic modular forms
∞⊕
k=0
M2k(Γ) = C[E4, E6].
The modular discriminant is the prototype of a cusp form
(A.7) ∆(z) =
1
1728
(E4(z)
3 − E6(z)2) = q
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)24 .
Its weight is 12. The relation
S2k(Γ) = ∆M2k−12(Γ)
characterises the spaces of cusp forms. Furthermore, we have
M2k(Γ) = CE2k ⊕ S2k(Γ).
This decomposition is used in Section 6 to split forms into an Eisenstein
part (a form with non-vanishing constant coefficient, for instance a
multiple of E2k) and a cusp form.
Klein’s modular function
(A.8) j(z) =
E4(z)
3
∆(z)
generates the field of all modular functions (forms of weight 0)
{f : H→ C | ∀γ ∈ Γ : f(γz) = f(z) and f meromorphic} = C(j).
This fact is expressed by calling j a Hauptmodul for Γ.
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The following facts are used frequently in Section 3: any weakly
holomorphic form ψ of weight w for Γ can be written as
(A.9) ψ =
ω
∆m
for m ∈ N and larger than the polar order of ψ at i∞ and ω ∈
Mw+12m(Γ). This is simply the observation that a pole at i∞ can
be compensated by multiplying with a large enough power of ∆ and
keeping track of the weights. Let ω1 and ω2 be two modular forms
of the same weight for Γ, then by the definition given above, ω1
ω2
is a
rational function in j.
A.3. Modular forms for Γ(2), Theta series. Similarly we define
a function f : H → C to be modular of weight k for Γ(2), if (A.3)
holds for all
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ(2); again such forms only exist for even k. We
define the space M!2k(Γ(2)) of weakly holomorphic modular forms of
weight 2k for Γ(2). The space M2k(Γ(2)) is defined by the additional
requirements that
f(0) := lim
z→0
f(z), f(1) := lim
z→1
f(z), and f(i∞) = lim
ℑz→+∞
f(z)
exist (the first two limits are regarded as non-tangential limits). The
space of cusp forms is given by
S2k(Γ(2)) = {f ∈M2k(Γ(2)) | f(0) = f(1) = f(i∞) = 0} .
Powers of the Jacobi theta functions
θ00(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
eπin
2z
θ01(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)neπin2z
θ10(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
eπi(n+
1
2
)2z
are examples of modular forms for Γ(2). From these definitions it
follows that
θ00(z)
4 = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
r4(n)q
n
2
θ01(z)
4 = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
(−1)nr4(n)q n2 ,
(A.10)
where
(A.11) r4(k) := |{x ∈ Z4 | ‖x‖2 = k}|,
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denotes the number of possibilities to express n as a sum of four squares.
Jacobi’s famous four-square theorem gives the following representation
of r4(k)
(A.12) r4(k) = 8σ1(k)− 32σ1
(
k
4
)
,
where we use the convention for arithmetic functions that they are
defined to be 0 for non-integer arguments.
The θ-functions satisfy
(A.13)
θ00(Tz)
4 = θ01(z)
4, z−2θ00(Sz)
4 = −θ00(z)
θ01(Tz)
4 = θ00(z)
4, z−2θ01(Sz)4 = −θ10(z)4
θ10(Tz)
4 = −θ10(z)4, z−2θ10(Sz)4 = −θ01(z)4
and Jacobi’s famous relations
(A.14) θ01(z)
4 + θ10(z)
4 = θ00(z)
4
and
(A.15) θ400(z) =
1
3
(
4E2(2z)−E2
(z
2
))
.
The following relations connect theta functions to Eisenstein series
E4 =
1
2
(
θ800 + θ
8
01 + θ
8
10
)
E6 =
1
2
(
θ1200 + θ
12
01 − 3θ810
(
θ400 + θ
4
01
))
∆ =
1
256
(θ00θ01θ10)
8 .
(A.16)
The modular λ-function
(A.17) λ(z) =
θ10(z)
4
θ00(z)4
=
θ10(z)
4
θ01(z)4 + θ10(z)4
is a Hauptmodul for Γ(2) and satisfies
(A.18) j = 256
(1− λ+ λ2)3
λ2(1− λ)2 .
The fact that
[C(λ) : C(j)] = 6
is used in Section 4. The following transformation formulas follow from
(A.13)
λ(Tz) =
λ(z)
λ(z)− 1
λ(Sz) = 1− λ(z).
(A.19)
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The following facts are used frequently in Section 4: any weakly
holomorphic form ψ of weight w for Γ(2) can be written as
(A.20) ψ =
ω
∆m
for m ∈ N and larger than the polar orders of ψ at i∞, 0, and 1
and a holomorphic modular form ω ∈ Mw+12m(Γ(2)). Let ω1 and ω2
be modular forms of the same weight for Γ(2), then ω1
ω2
is a rational
function in λ.
A.4. Quasi-modular forms and derivatives of modular forms.
The ring of modular forms is not closed under differentiation, which
can be seen by differentiating (A.3). By adjoining the Eisenstein series
of weight 2
(A.21) E2(z) = 1− 24
∞∑
n=1
σ1(n)q
n,
which satisfies the transformation formula
(A.22) z−2E2(Sz) = E2(z) +
6
πiz
,
we obtain the ring C[E2, E4, E6] of quasi-modular forms, which is closed
under differentiation. This can be seen from Ramanujan’s identities
E ′2 =
1
12
(
E22 −E4
)
E ′4 =
1
3
(E2E4 − E6)
E ′6 =
1
2
(
E2E6 −E24
)
.
(A.23)
Furthermore, we have
(A.24) λ′(z) =
1
2
θ401(z)λ(z)
and (
θ400
)′
=
1
6
(
E2θ
4
00 − θ801 + θ810
)
(
θ401
)′
=
1
6
(
E2θ
4
01 − θ801 − 2θ401θ410
)
(
θ410
)′
=
1
6
(
E2θ
4
10 + 2θ
4
01θ
4
10 + θ
8
10
)
.
(A.25)
Notice that it is common and convenient in the context of modular
forms to set f ′ = 1
2πi
df
dz
= q df
dq
.
A quasi-modular form f of weight 2k can be written as
(A.26) f(z) =
k∑
ℓ=0
Eℓ2(z)f2k−2ℓ(z),
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where f2k−2ℓ is a modular form of weight 2k−2ℓ; the term for ℓ = k−1
is of course trivial. Quasi-modular forms are invariant under T and
transform under S by
z−2kf(Sz) =
k∑
m=0
(
6
πiz
)m k∑
ℓ=m
Eℓ−m2 (z)f2k−2ℓ(z).
Notice that the terms
k∑
ℓ=m
Eℓ−m2 (z)f2k−2ℓ
are quasi-modular forms of weight 2k − 2m. The largest value ℓ, for
which f2k−2ℓ in (A.26) is non-zero is called the depth of the quasi-
modular form.
The derivative of a quasi-modular form of weight 2k and depth s is
a quasi-modular form of weight 2k + 2 and depth at most s + 1. In
particular, the derivative of a modular form of weight 2k is a quasi-
modular form of weight 2k + 2 and depth 1 for k > 0. Furthermore,
we have
j′ = −E
2
4E6
∆
= −E6
E4
j.
Appendix B. Tables of polynomials
In this section we have collected the polynomials P
(k)
n , Q
(k)
n , and
R
(k)
n from Section 3.1 and the polynomials X
(k)
n , Y
(k)
n , and Z
(k)
n from
Section 4.1 for small values of n.
B.1. The polynomials from Section 3.1.
n P (0)n (w) Q
(0)
n (w) R
(0)
n (w)
1 w − 3528 1 w + 1800
2 175w2 − 1840638w
−475793136
175w + 497922 175w2 + 2534082w
+111078000
3 28028w3 − 529158959w2
−743163984060w
−36431480423520
28028w2 + 313867225w
+64418011860
28028w3 + 1108461025w2
+543950742180w
+5541859144800
4 1524237w4
−42145350931w3
−152149668189990w2
−44927306881285200w
−786633729801847200
1524237w3
+39704513165w2
+32461802436810w
+1951924212447600
1524237w4
+118920495725w3
+170487912830970w2
+22905812156084400w
+88841543950288800
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n P (1)n (w) Q
(1)
n (w) R
(1)
n (w)
1 w − 1008 w − 1368 1
2 25w2 − 167286w
−10456992
25w2 − 18966w −41044752 25w + 172554
3 308w3 −4466219w2
−3475841460w
−42141677760
308w3 +1438141w2
−3248268900w
−269661057120
308w2 + 7874725w
+1924882860
4 401115w4 −9290647703w3
−22763759548386w2
−3803898729081360w
−16560710101091520
401115w4 +6483236137w3
−8811218303346w2
−6117821433048720w
−146625660982251360
401115w3
+22950246697w2
+21877018488510w
+1467229443673200
n P (2)n (w) Q
(2)
n (w) R
(2)
n (w)
0 1 1 1
1 w − 5628 w + 420 w + 4740
2 21w2 − 277373w
−147949620
21w2 +104155w +2942940 21w2 + 449395w
+62398380
3 6435w3 −140254351w2
−282318350967w
−30019840201260
6435w3 +99024689w2
+35786965905w
+274637022660
6435w3 +327184049w2
+245151611865w
+8521836402420
4 2032316w4
−62069814983w3
−286418906608260w2
−122843458826869680w
−4811816447479782000
2032316w4
+66185583145w3
+74093275280940w2
+8042313072870000w
+25260590226128400
2032316w4
+190929139225w3
+355109361032220w2
+74992208896198800w
+1031257846302829200
n P (3)n (w) Q
(3)
n (w) R
(3)
n (w)
0 1 1 1
1 w − 2548 w − 1588 w + 1100
2 7w2 − 63953w −13216476 7w2 + 3079w −26138316 7w2 + 82207w +2838660
3 9009w3 −156206287w2
−190598031705w
−8023599855180
9009w3 +70099793w2
−133001882625w
−25965745982460
9009w3 +311973425w2
+133133324055w
+1154553988500
4 18290844w4
−477240504257w3
−1552265260337700w2
−412158967113855600w
−6424175460048418800
18290844w4
+393037853263w3
−422667127582740w2
−520978390810425360w
−28742819105243026800
18290844w4
+1294922789215w3
+1681874776577340w2
+202659994747486800w
+695925427610595600
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n P (4)n (w) Q
(4)
n (w) R
(4)
n (w)
0 w − 1728 1 1
1 5w2 − 39879w − 3302208 5w + 6741 5w + 44721
2 539w3 −8627782w2
−7880390700w
−114190352640
539w2 + 4167770w
+396226740
539w2 + 16031930w
+4608398100
3 364650w4 −9016810139w3
−24757015920428w2
−4655529290734140w
−23107967582918400
364650w3
+7413443701w2
+4189697279620w
+112988498908740
364650w3
+23213582341w2
+24687385132660w
+1870654853648580
4 151915621w5
−5071000280643w4
−29247957518248095w3
−17244571366685860020w2
−1223043935443094430900w
−2775243798740916921600
151915621w4
+6062124318525w3
+8919878506072545w2
+1544144937621803100w
+17500353569626344300
151915621w4
+16932738724605w3
+39664347599006625w2
+12164471420869968300w
+375550379715219900300
n P (5)n (w) Q
(5)
n (w) R
(5)
n (w)
0 1 w − 864 1
1 w − 4473 w2 − 1413w − 453600 w + 3375
2 49w2 −575942w
−254965620
49w3 +109498w2
−330901140w
−7628100480
49w2 +879610w
+100694220
3 21450w3 −434056333w2
−770521453516w
−71729320315380
21450w4 +248877347w3
−404044911676w2
−155029475117940w
−1028241012839040
21450w3 +968876627w2
+642106262420w
+19426107195660
4 600457w4
−17413947261w3
−72970303098615w2
−28414747354211820w
−1002557443945508100
600457w5
+16573766499w4
−12583512934935w3
−29100262763915100w2
−3006413385227590500w
−8432444300940316800
600457w4
+51599069955w3
+87712885387785w2
+16790085749805300w
+207128509258621500
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B.2. The polynomials from Section 4.1.
n X(0)n (w) Y
(0)
n (w) Z
(0)
n (w)
1 120× (7w + 384) 63w + 171776 91392
2 2520 × (143w2 +
84480w + 983040)
10725w2 + 120772096w +
23220584448
256× (169455w + 62000384)
3 360360 × (323w3 +
548352w2 +
82575360w +
352321536)
1851759w3 + 49401907328w2 +
38926309097472w +
2213781090336768
256× (56346381w2 +
75292332160w +
6573528121344)
4 1531530×(2185w4+
7383552w3 +
3451650048w2 +
210386288640w +
425201762304)
33096195w4 +
1644933485408w3 +
3009329278672896w2 +
738847600435789824w +
18179994719864487936
512× (820050165w3 +
2384500618256w2 +
838993381785600w +
28645861563039744)
5 465585120 ×
(310155w5 +
1748073600w4 +
1697439744000w3 +
337979113472000w2 +
10382718365859840w+
11556416963739648)
973308260925w5 +
78719422877414656w4 +
262263121441528086528w3+
154187768864184886886400w2
+17019494697241218880897024w +
219611165287835282272419840
256× (71228468185875w4 +
361358305202975744w3 +
291993337330975309824w2 +
42681295639960998641664w +
718996664772793320079360)
n X(1)n (w) Y
(1)
n (w) Z
(1)
n (w)
0 0 0 1
1 840 514304 − 840w 63w + 131584
2 110880×(13w+3840) −32× (45045w2 −
18526200w − 5341896704)
32175w2 + 371685632w +
39092682752
3 180180 × (323w2 +
365568w + 27525120)
−4× (14549535w3 +
5879887104w2 −
8326334765056w −
370066358009856)
617253w3 +18360757472w2 +
11306427441152w +
324717024116736
4 232792560 ×
(115w3 +291456w2 +
90832896w +
2768240640),
−16× (1673196525w4 +
3009763070160w3 −
1421847294355456w2 −
605234559377473536w −
9565139321682395136)
165480975w4 +
9518793732992w3 +
15132309418754048w2 +
2766389035294261248w +
32846675840140836864
5 10708457760 ×
(13485w4 +
60802560w3 +
44281036800w2 +
5877897625600w +
90284507529216)
−32× (4512611027925w5 +
17010213344003880w4 +
999578362657896448w3 −
6562315960254172495872w2 −
795944042384647939686400w−
5957334388285995388764160)
583984956555w5 +
55770750508732928w4 +
169660656868984487936w3 +
83631477837620305723392w2 +
6681822444597248471859200w+
40367431146967037221273600
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n X(2)n (w) Y
(2)
n (w) Z
(2)
n (w)
0 6144 5w + 8192 −1280
1 53760 × (3w + 512) 33w2 + 202688w + 117014528 −256× (33w + 88256)
2 14192640 × (13w2 +
11648w + 458752),
7017w3 + 287157760w2 +
318152900608w +
47113022996480
−256× (17017w2 +
177480192w+36305240064)
3 46126080×(2261w3+
4961280w2 +
1169817600w +
17616076800)
5460315w4+189789291328w3+
367295135350784w2 +
157796929026129920w +
8319769568776028160
−256× (5460315w3 +
132052395328w2 +
107242597384192w +
6452654238597120)
4 119189790720 ×
(1035w4 +
4209920w3 +
2586574848w2 +
251909898240w +
1842540969984)
4159088505w5 +
251393130327552w4 +
798055211699077120w3 +
632914387743732137984w2 +
120787993383067707244544w +
2909757417631140575969280
−256× (4159088505w4 +
185453507000832w3 +
344647665809293312w2 +
87554788870491996160w +
2263020941437160128512)
n X(3)n (w) Y
(3)
n (w) Z
(3)
n (w)
0 1536 5w − 9856 640
1 215040 × (3w + 128) 231w2 − 26752w − 1267400704 128× (231w + 1002752)
2 7096320 × (13w2 +
6656w + 65536)
12155w3 + 89270912w2 −
271330017280w −
53238862708736
128× (12155w2 +
201748992w + 45519863808)
3 92252160 × (323w3 +
496128w2 +
66846720w +
251658240)
2028117w4+43705241600w3−
83647820742656w2 −
87515623734640640w −
4918832488186380288
128× (2028117w3 +
76877475968w2 +
68261619335168w +
4356410519322624)
4 7449361920 ×
(1035w4 +
3238400w3 +
1392771072w2 +
77510737920w +
141733920768)
319929885w5 +
13839620317152w4 −
10573527793258496w3 −
56722420190471520256w2 −
14725403947015333740544w −
357151402541346522660864
128× (319929885w4 +
22082073232992w3 +
44611573053693952w2 +
11964779238296387584w +
322815711309402734592)
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n X(4)n (w) Y
(4)
n (w) Z
(4)
n (w)
−1 0 w + 768 −256
0 7864320 −7w2 − 14080w − 3670016 256(7w + 8704)
1 660602880 ×
(11w + 3840)
−2145w3 − 18151424w2 −
10765860864w − 513701576704
256 × (2145w2 +
16504064w + 1442906112)
2 11808276480 ×
(17w2+21504w+
1835008)
−29393w4 − 631750304w3 −
700880797696w2 −
170140507308032w −
2724018046107648
256 × (29393w3 +
609176480w2 +
329551011840w +
8310294052864)
3 802962800640 ×
(437w3 +
1203840w2 +
410910720w +
13841203200)
−30644625w5 −
1284428619904w4 −
2602053588762624w3 −
1289000609952825344w2 −
137186753819160084480w −
1003585773474781593600
256 × (30644625w4 +
1260893547904w3 +
1805118063624192w2 +
299979977879715840w +
3216411012303421440)
4 30512586424320 ×
(10005w4 +
48222720w3 +
37720883200w2 +
5407665815552w +
90284507529216)
−17696513835w6 −
1244402571623168w5 −
4215555713699020800w4 −
3542821624051128074240w3 −
904667406337659165999104w2 −
48655357241931748717101056w−
193311568802774178842279936
256 × (17696513835w5 +
1230811648997888w4 +
3420612063394922496w3 +
1560023852214403465216w2 +
115291143987952747544576w+
640226338100622957477888)
n X(5)n (w) Y
(5)
n (w) Z
(5)
n (w)
−1 0 w + 1408 −256
0 55050240 −35w2 − 19456w + 89587712 256 × (35w − 29824)
1 289013760 ×
(11w + 1536)
−429w3 − 1764160w2 +
1176043520w + 2334566383616
256 × (429w2 +
1160128w − 973922304)
2 330631741440 ×
(17w2 +
13440w+458752)
−323323w4 − 4435796480w3 −
605044539392w2 +
7780900527931392w +
1333999196264464384
256 × (323323w3 +
3980557696w2 −
2003804553216w −
569750497263616)
3 1405184901120 ×
(437w3 +
875520w2 +
186777600w +
2516582400)
−19501125w5 −
591920574272w4 −
567799302914048w3 +
1087844837081743360w2 +
822610678048163364864w +
43532789077489389404160
256 × (19501125w4 +
564462990272w3 +
91251038625792w2 −
299092243346620416w −
18730093313481768960)
4 213588104970240×
(10005w4 +
37889280w3 +
21554790400w2 +
1931309219840w +
12897786789888)
−42977247885w6 −
2350682955705856w5 −
5039996005091246080w4 +
3076582372212857634816w3 +
8045890888911094963765248w2 +
1865875989614579138904981504w +
43576512251424940595693486080
256 × (42977247885w5 +
2290170990683776w4 +
2908554618349289472w3 −
1901567036589334331392w2 −
738869329451114326654976w−
18809903968817949242818560)
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